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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers wants to deploy the Service Cloud to its contact centers located across North America, Europe,
and Asia. The company wants standardized contact center processes and reporting implemented in its centers
worldwide. 

Which approach should a consultant recommend in this scenario? 

A. Assign a global team of experienced agents and leaders to create a common design template and report structure. 

B. Assign teams in each major contact center to design a solution unique to its needs and have an analyst build a
combined report. 

C. Recommend utilizing out-of-the-box functionality to reduce cost and ensure one worldwide process and reporting. 

D. Recommend that the VP of Worldwide Support design a global template to provide a clear vision and tandardization. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Place the following steps in the correct order to set up Salesforce for Outlook: 

A. Users and profiles must be assigned to an Outlook configuration 

B. Users must begin syncing records across platforms 

C. Salesforce for Outlook must be downloaded to the machine 

D. An Outlook configuration must be created. 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 3

You are setting up security for your client, UCI. UCI has a collaborative sales model and want to make sure all team
members work together to meet the customer needs. They are likely to require an open sharing model that will allow
them to cross- and up-sell opportunities. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Container (UC) is currently live with Sales Cloud and in the process of implementing Service Cloud. UC wants
to create a sandbox to test its Service Cloud implementation with real Sales Cloud Data. Which three Sandbox types
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can be used to accomplish this? Choose 3 answers 

A. Test Sandbox 

B. Partial Copy Sandbox 

C. Full Sandbox 

D. Developer Pro Sandbox 

E. Administrator Sandbox 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

Match the following loading option to the description of when to use it. "Integration" 

A. Brian wants to consolidate all his accounts from several systems. 

B. Bill wants to load 20,000 lead records. 

C. Becky wants to load all her 65,000 contact records. 

D. Bob wants to load a single account record. 

E. Berta wants to keep a separate system as her "system of record" 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 6

Cloud Kicks is concerned that the sales team is taking longer to dose opportunities in comparison to the same time last
year. The VP of sales wants to determine the number of closed deals on a monthly basis and compare the month-over-
month results. 

Which two actions should the consultant take to meet the requirement? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Create a report based on the Opportunity reporting snapshot. 

B. Create a dashboard component and schedule the dashboard to refresh monthly. 

C. Schedule a reporting snapshot of the Opportunity History object to run monthly. 

D. Schedule a reporting snapshot of the Opportunity object to run monthly. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 7

Which two solutions should a consultant recommend if a sales process requires opportunities to have associated
product line items before moving the opportunity to the negotiation stage? Choose 2 answers. 

A. Configure a validation rule that types the Has Line Item and Stage fields for the correct condition. 

B. Define a workflow rule that automatically defaults to a pricebook and product line item when selecting the negotiation
stage. 

C. Ensure that all sales representatives have access to at least one pricebook when creating product lines. 

D. Configure the opportunity record types to enforce product line item entry before selecting the negotiation stage. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers has hired a consulting firm to implement its new Service Cloud platform and requires quick
iterations and a speedy project completion. UC has requested frequent project updates for check-ins and refinement.
Which methodology should the Consultant recommend given the requirements? 

A. Kanban 

B. Waterfall 

C. Agile 

D. Force.com IDE 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

After a successful implementation of Sales Cloud at Universal Containers, sales management wants to 

add a Negotiation stage immediately prior to the Closed stage. After adding the stage, a user reports that 

some Opportunities are missing from quarterly forecasts. 

How should the consultant resolve this issue? 

A. Edit the Forecast Category field to reflect the proper category for the new stage. 

B. Create a new forecast and Include the new sales stage. 

C. Create a report to track Opportunities In the Negotiation stage. 

D. Use forecast adjustments to correct the forecast. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 10

Universal Containers agents often need to access the same cases, contacts, and orders multiple times per day. What
should a consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Enable the "History" component within the Salesforce Console for Service 

B. Enable the "Access Recent Items" user permission on the user profiles 

C. Create a custom list view for cases, contacts, and orders and pin them to the side bar 

D. Embed a "Recent Items" Visualforce component into the Salesforce Console for Service 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Sales management needs to measure sales performance by comparing the amount of business closed by each sales
representative against assigned quotas. Which metric will provide the required data? Select two answers. 

A. Number of opportunities in the forecast by sales representative 

B. Percentage of closed opportunities by sales representative 

C. Percentage of quota attained by sales representative 

D. Quarterly forecast summary by sales representative 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

The Cloud Kicks team has made a correction in a sandbox environment that needs to be deployed to production as
soon as possible. The sandbox and production environments are on two different versions of Salesforce. The fix
requires functionality in the sandbox version. 

Which action should the consultant recommend? 

A. Deploy from version control before the Salesforce Platform upgrade window. 

B. Deploy changes from the sandbox to production this weekend. 

C. Deploy the changes from the sandbox to production once both environments are on the same version. 

D. Deploy the changes from me sandbox to production concurrently with the Salesforce Platform upgrade. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 13

A customer successfully places an order with UC for five widgets. The order is activated in Salesforce and the products
are shipped to the customer, One week later the customer return one widget. What is the effective method of recording
the event in salesforce? 

A. Create a custom field on the order product object 

B. Change the quantity value on the order product to 4 

C. Create a reduction order under the activated order 

D. Create a new sales product with quantity set to -1 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Universal Containers is planning to migrate two million account records and 10 million contact records from its existing
legacy CRM application to sales cloud. Which solution should the consultant recommend? 

A. Batch Apex 

B. Data Import Wizard 

C. Data Loader 

D. Third-party tool 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Where do you select the "Marketing User" checkbox to enable a user to create, edit, delete, and clone campaigns;
manage campaign members; and edit advanced campaign setup? 

A. Org-wide defaults 

B. User record 

C. Profile 

D. Sharing Rules 

Correct Answer: B 
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